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About Social Media

●A bunch of different web sites and techniques 
for communicating
●Highly useful for making friends, organizing 
groups, having conversations, spreading 
information, learning
●Addictive and often trivial and narcissistic
●Means to an end – keep your purpose in mind
●Mostly free – but sometimes you are the product



  

Introduction and Disclaimer

●About me: technology, writing, open source, 
internet technologies (Mozilla), GETI
●This is my opinion; standard disclaimers apply
●Things change fast
●The internet is a very flaky place
●In most cases I can't provide technical support



  

Guidelines – What to do

●Be ethical and honest – tricks will get you in 
trouble
●Provide useful (fun, relevant) information; too 
much cruft out there, people filter like crazy
●Make sure people can opt out of your 
communications (unsubscribe, unfriend, etc)



  

Guidelines – What NOT to do

●Don't overpromote; underpromotion can be 
corrected, overpromotion reduces credibility
●Don't bore people
●Don't overshare
●Don't drunk-dial
●Don't force people to read / receive your stuff 
(especially via email – don't spam)
●The internet is a public place and nothing ever 
goes away



  

Social Networks Overview

●Website, Blogging, Twitter, Facebook, Meetup, 
photo sharing, mailing lists, others
●Lots of overlap and interconnection and chaos
●Don't try to do everything; choose how you 
participate based on what you want to achieve



  

How to Engage

●Information
●Conversation
●Reciprocation



  

Website

●Informational
●Relatively static
●Usually not personal or about a specific person 
(except famous people)
●Include lots of images and text breaks; avoid big 
wodges of text
●No free hosting but hosting is cheap (or use a 
blog with free hosting as a website)



  

Blogging

●Informational and conversational
●Blog posts are like articles
●Provide lots of images and text breaks; avoid 
big wodges of text
●Blog comments are like conversations
●Comment on other blogs to get attention to your 
own blog (but don't cheat!)
●Hosted on one of many services (some free - 
Blogger (Google), Wordpress)



  

Twitter

●Informational and conversational
●140 character messages to your “followers”
●Can include links to web pages and images
●Impossible to keep up – don't get sucked in
●Follow, re-tweet
●Free 



  

Facebook

●Don't get me started ... ok, ok
●Informational and conversational (and evil, and 
behemethal, and...)
●Trying very hard to be the social network 
monopoly
●They own your content forever and sell you to 
advertisers
●Too big to ignore
●Everything: photos, chat, messages, events, 
etc, etc
●Free



  

Meetup

●Mainly informational
●Event organization
●Good way to reach outside of your network
●Free to join events; expensive to advertise 
events



  

Photo Sharing 

●Mainly informational
●Many photo-sharing sites (Flickr, Picassa, 
Facebook, website, etc)
●Friends, groups, comments, etc – all the usual 
jazz
●Link and display photos in other venues
●Good also for personal photo organization
●Usually free for basic use; fee for advanced use



  

Mailing Lists

●Informational and conversational
●Old-school (Usenet), but still one of the best 
ways to communicate among a group
●Good archiving abilities
●Google Groups, Yahoo! Groups, etc
●Free



  

Interconnection

●Many sites connect to other sites 
●Kind of like republishing
●For example, you can create a Facebook or 
Twitter post from Meetup



  

The Phone Works Both Ways

●Comment on other people's blog posts
●Retweet other people's tweets
●Add friends on Twitter, Facebook, Flickr, etc
●Reciprocal engagement; people follow you 
because you follow them
●Use RSS and an RSS reader (like Google 
Reader) to subscribe to blogs and websites and 
keep up with new content



  

Privacy and Security

●The internet can be a very scary place – be 
wary
●On the internet, nobody knows...
●Limit exposure of personal information (address, 
phone number, photos of your gun collection)
●Assume that nothing on the internet ever 
disappears (regardless of deletion)
●Don't feed the trolls
●Use security software



  

The Law
●Fair use: 

● All content on the internet is copyrighted – you 
can't just use any picture or article you want
● Copyrighted content can be used subject to 
“fair use” (US) /  “fair dealing” (Canada)

● Some content owners allow you to use their 
stuff via Creative Commons licenses (ie, 
Flickr) 

●Plagiarism is really easy to spot
●Netiquette: one can dream, can't one?



  

GETI Site

●A collection of social media apps
●All members have their own blog (but content 
should be relevant to GETI)
●Members can send messages to their friends
●Members can post photos
●Members can organize events



  

Appendix: Sites Used in Examples

●Zero Waste Products (website)
●Jeneralize (blog)
●WordPress.com (free blog hosting)
●Twitter
●Facebook
●Meetup
●Flickr
●Google Groups (mailing lists)
●Google RSS Reader (subscribe to blogs and read posts)
●File:Internet dog.jpg (Wikipedia)
●Fair dealing in Canadian copyright law (Wikipedia)
●Creative Commons (permissive use content licensing)
●Netiquette (Wikipedia)
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